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Abstract— Physical therapists master manual examination
techniques for testing impaired motor functions. We developed
a wearable robotic dummy joint to simulate disordered joint
resistances for supporting physical therapists to learn such
techniques. A model to simulate discontinuous joint friction
resistances due to diseases such as osteoarthritis was developed.
Because such resistance originates from abnormal frictions of
bones and cartilages, we used a stick-slip model to simulate the
resistances. The model was validated based on the introspection
of physical therapists. This study concludes that a discontinuous
friction model presents forces that are perceptually similar
to those typically caused by damaged or roughened joint
cartilages.

I. INTRODUCTION

The importance of physical therapy has been increasing
to rehabilitate for patient’s motor functions impaired due to
disorders such as stroke and arthritis. Rehabilitations improve
the QOL of patients, and as a result of hastening the recovery,
the medical cost reduction is expected. Physical therapists
learn techniques called manual examinations. In these exam-
inations, they move and palpate affected body parts. They,
then examine pains and neurological symptoms to understand
the pathology and the sites to be treated. As one of these
techniques, physical therapists flex and extend patient’s joints
in order to classify the degrees of motor impairment and
recovery statuses based on the dynamic joint resistances,
limited ranges of joint motions, and patient’s complaints.
Physical therapists should understand various symptoms
by manual examinations and treat them appropriately. The
joint resistance patterns are highly dependent on patient’s
symptoms. Hence, the learners need to experience various
symptoms in order to master manual examination techniques.
However, they scarcely have chances to experience symp-
toms in training institutions. Even during internship trainings,
it is considered ethically problematic that learners without
qualification treat patients. Therefore, we develop a robotic
joint that simulates various symptoms in order to support
physical therapists to learn manual examinations.

Related research: Recently, some researchers have
started to develop robotic systems that support the education
of physical therapists. Masutani et al. developed a robotic
leg that simulates impaired knee joints. They simulated a
limited range of joint motion, a jackknife phenomenon, and
articular rigidity [1]. Kikuchi et al. controlled a robot’s knee
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joint using a MR crutch and a DC motor in order to achieve
a limited range of joint motion that typically generates large
forces [2]. Grow et al. compared and validated two models to
simulate spasticities of elbow joint [3]. Also, they suggested
that the robot is effective for training of the classification
of spasticities. In these studies, they treated human joints as
simply uniaxial joints and decreased the degrees of freedom
in robot joints. However, even single human joint has multi-
ple degrees of freedom, which lead to the complex motions
of human joints. Takahashi et al. simulated the stretch and
contraction of a forearm accompanied with the extension and
flexion of an upper limb using an oval cam in the robot
joint [4]. Oki Electric Industry Co. Ltd. proposed a robot
with six degrees of freedom for the trainings of physical
therapists [5].

Osteoarthritis & crepitus: Thus far, symptoms such as
contracture, rigidity, limited range of joint motion and clonus
that are typical to paralysis, have been simulated. We focus
on discontinuous frictional joint resistances which are promi-
nently seen in osteoarthritis (OA). OA is a chronic painful
arthropathy characterized by disruption and potential loss of
joint cartilage along with other joint changes [6]. Fig. 1
illustrates a typical osteoarthritic knee joint and healthy one.
Due to the erosion of cartilages as cushion, joint spaces
narrow. Bony spurs and malalignment are also observed
for these knee joints. OA is more common in women than
in men. Worldwide estimates are that 9.6% of men and
18.0% of women over 60-year old have symptomatic OA [7].
Diagnoses of OA are typically based on X-rays, clinical tests,
MRIs, and arthroscopes. Although the arthroscopy test may
be a more appropriate “gold standard” in the evaluation of
OA, a clinical test is practically beneficial for diagnosis of
OA or patients with less severe cartilage damages [8]. In
understanding the severity or recovery of damaged joints,
physical therapists check the symptoms such as early morn-
ing stiffness, joint pain, tenderness, synovial swelling, bony
enlargement, and crepitus [8] [9] [10]. Physical therapists
make use of crepitus as one of the criteria to classify OA in a
clinical test. Crepitus is caused by the contacts of roughened
articular cartilages or tendons [6], and is typically defined as
hearing of a grinding noise and/or palpable vibrations in the
joint, detected by the hand of the investigator rested on it [7].
It’s an important feature to indicate osteoarthritic lesions [7].
Crepitus indicates the state of the gliding surfaces. Fine
crepitus at a joint indicates minor roughening of the joint
surface. Coarse crepitus indicates considerable superficial
fragmentation of cartilage. For these two types of crepitus,
physical therapists feel vibratory resistance forces caused
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(a) Healthy person (b) OA patient

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of knee joint

by roughened surfaces [11]. As the most severe case, the
intermittent creaking of bone against bone shows articular
cartilage to have been wholly eroded [11]. Physical therapists
classify these states by the degree of crepitus.

Objective: In educational institutions, when the trainers
teach typical resistances of the impaired joints to their
students, they experience the trainer’s limbs that mimic
the resistances. However, such resistances simulated by the
trainers are limited. Crepitus is clearly one of the symptoms
that the trainers cannot accurately imitate. Therefore, a robot
joint that simulates the unique joint resistance of crepitus
is beneficial for learners of physical therapists. Thus far, a
method to effectively simulate the friction torques caused by
crepitus has not been known. It is difficult to build a suite
model of complex impaired human joint and mechanisms
that cause crepitus. The objective of the present study is to
simulate crepitus using the model of discontinuous frictions
known as a stick-slip phenomena. Then, we apply it to
the wearable dummy joint described in the next section.
Furthermore, a physical therapist validates the simulated
crepitus.

II. WEARABLE DUMMY SIMULATING MOTOR
DISORDER

A. Technical problems of dummy robots for training of
manual examination

There are some technical issues that should be consid-
ered for developing a robotic device for training physical
therapists. First, fidelity to the joint resistance forces should
be achieved. It is required to simulate dynamic reaction
force patterns or large resistance forces caused by disorders.
Second, it is preferable that the robotic and human joints have
similar degrees of freedom of motion. For example, human
knee joint involves minor rotation and stretch and contraction
along the limb when it extends and flexes. Finally, human-
likelihood such as appearance, skin and conversation with
patients as if facing patients is necessary. To balance these
issues into a robotic device is required.

B. Concept of wearable dummy joint

Fig. 2 shows a conceptual diagram of the wearable dummy
joint worn on a knee joint of a healthy relaxed person that is
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Fig. 2. Conceptual diagram of wearable dummy joint

typically a student. The dummy joint is simply constructed
by one motor and two links. Each of the links is fixed to
his/her lower and femoral thighs through a brace called a
cuff. As well as educational sites, students practice examina-
tion techniques in a pair. One of them performs a patient, and
the other practices manual examinations. The learners grasp
the lower thigh side of a mock patient and flexes or extends
the knee. The mock patient is relaxed and does not exert any
voluntary movements. The motor generates resistance forces
to the lower thigh depending on the simulated symptoms and
motion of the dummy joint. The joint then, simulates the
behaviors of disordered knee joint. The trainee can practice
manual examinations in several postures as shown in Figs. 2
and 3.

The dummy joint neither has a rotational nor sliding
mechanism that human knee joints have. These mechanical
differences between the human and dummy knee joints are
absorbed into human fats or clothes. Hence, the trainee can
experience the minor rotations and slides that the human knee
joint inherently have. Furthermore, unlike previous dummy
robots, the trainee touches a real human leg. Human-to-
human communications are also maintained. One concern
is that this dummy does not present joint resistance forces
to trainees because of non rigid connections between cuffs
and a human leg. Especially, high-frequency forces tend
to be decayed by the wearer’s cloth and fat and are not
delivered to the learner’s hand. Hence, the wearable dummy
joint is limited to symptoms that implicate low-frequency
resistances. However, the approach is still applicable to many
symptoms with no high-frequency responses needed such as
contracture, clonus, spasticity.

C. Mock-up Dummy Joint for Knee Joint

Fig. 3 shows a prototype of the wearable dummy joint.
This dummy joint was fitted into a healthy femoral and
lower thighs using cloth bands. A DC motor (RE35, Maxon,
stalling torque 949 mNm) and a gear box (1/86) were used.
The links were MC nylon. The motor was controlled by a
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Fig. 3. Wearable dummy joint simulating motor disorder

microcomputer by way of a motor driver with a PI current
controller. The microcomputer also received signals from
an encoder installed on the motor. We compensated for the
kinetic friction force of the reduction gear that was measured
as approximately 0.5 Nm regardless of the rotary speed.

III. CREPITUS MODEL BASED ON STICK-SLIP
PHENOMENON

Crepitus is partly caused by the contact between bones
in the joint whose soft tissues such as cartilages are de-
stroyed [7]. We propose to simulate the resistance forces
caused by crepitus using a stick-slip model because one
of the causes of crepitus is the discontinuous joint friction
forces. We modified Nakano’s stick-slip model of two objects
on a plane [12] to fit into a rotating body. Fig. 4 shows the
model of a stick-slip phenomenon between a rotary shaft and
an imaginary object. An imaginary object attached to a rotary
spring contacts the shaft that rotates at angular velocity Ω(t).
They are subjected to the friction torque T (t). This T (t) is
presented to the learner. The coulomb friction is assumed as
the frictional properties. θ̇ (t) is the angular velocity of the
imaginary object. Variables used in this model are

J : moment of inertia [kg ·m2],
θ (t) : displacement of the imaginary object [rad],
θ̇ (t) : angular velocity of the imaginary object [rad/s],
kr : constant of rotational spring [N/rad],
Ω(t) : angular velocity of shaft [rad/s],
T (t) : friction torque [Nm],
Tk : kinetic friction torque [Nm],
Tsmax : maximum static friction torque [Nm].

A. Analytic Expression

The frictional model has two phases that are sticking and
slipping phases. Fig. 5(a) shows the model of a sticking
phase. In the sticking phase, the imaginary object and the
shaft rotate at the same angular velocity (Ω (t)− θ̇ (t) = 0).
The static friction torque between the object and shaft is
equal to the torque that the learners generate and perceive.
Therefore,

T (t) = krθ (t) , (1)

Fig. 4. Stick-slip model of rotary motion

−Tsmax ≤ T (t) ≤ Tsmax. (2)

During the sticking phase, above T (t) is achieved by the
robotic dummy joint to the learner’s hand. Fig. 6 shows
the diagram of the stick-slip motion. A black line shows a
friction torque between the imaginary object and shaft, and a
gray line shows an angular velocity of the imaginary object.
kr influences the period of sticking phase. Large kr values
decrease the period of sticking phase. Tsmax is a parameter
that determines the maximum resistance torque applied to
the learner.

Fig. 5(b) shows the model of a slipping phase. In the
slipping phase, the angular velocity of the imaginary object
is different from that of the shaft (Ω (t) − θ̇ (t) ̸= 0). The
angular velocity of the imaginary object is always smaller
than that of the shaft. The kinetic friction torque occurs
between the imaginary object and shaft. This friction torque
is expressed as

T (t) = sign
(
Ω(t)− θ̇ (t)

)
· Tk. (3)

During the slipping phase, this friction torque is presented
by the dummy joint to the learner’s hand. Tk determines the
minimum friction torque applied to the learner. The torque
changes between Tk and Tsmax as being the minimum and
maximum values, respectively.

Because of the difference between the maximum static
friction and kinetic friction torques, sticking and slipping
phases alternately transit, and the stick-slip motion continu-
ously occurs. Here, we describe the conditions of the switch
between two phases. Fig. 7 shows a flow chart of the stick-
slip transitions.

The condition that stick-to-slip transition occurs is that
the restoring torque of the spring plus the inertia of imag-
inary object exceed the maximum friction torque, which is
expressed by

Jθ̈ (t) + krθ (t) ≥ Tsmax. (4)

Given that t0 is the time that slipping phase starts, the angular
velocity of the shaft is

θ̇ (t0) = Ω (t0) . (5)

The displacement of the imaginary object at t0 is

θ (t0) =
Tsmax − Jθ̈ (t0)

kr
. (6)



(a) Sticking phase (b) Slipping phase

Fig. 5. Two phase model of rotary motion
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Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of stick-slip motion

Because J and θ̈ (t0) are small, θ (t) is approximated as

θ (t0) ≃
Tsmax

kr
. (7)

The condition that slip-to-stick transition occurs is that the
angular velocity of the imaginary object during the slipping
phase reaches that of the shaft, which is described as

θ̇ (t) ≥ Ω(t) . (8)

Because the kinetic friction torque acts in the same direction
as the rotation of the shaft, equation of motion is

Jθ̈ (t) + krθ (t) = Tk. (9)

Using the initial conditions described by (5) and (7), the
velocity of the imaginary object is calculated as,

θ̇ (t) = −Tsmax − Tk√
Jkr

sin

√
kr
J
t+Ω(t0) cos

√
kr
J
t

= A cos

(√
kr
J
t+ arccos

Ω (t0)

A

)
, (10)

A =

√
(Tsmax − Tk)

2

Jkr
+Ω(t0)

2
. (11)

When θ̇ (t) becomes equal to Ω(t0), slip-to-stick transition
occurs. According to (10), the ratio of kr to J affects the
period of slipping phase. The period decreases as this ratio
increases.
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Fig. 7. Flow chart of stick-slip transition

B. Example of Simulated Crepitus

We implemented the crepitus model explained above into
the developed dummy joint. The parameters were J =
0.01 kg · m2，kr = 400 N/rad，Tk = 0.2 Nm，Tsmax =
0.4 Nm. These parameters were determined based on the
sense of a physical therapist. Fig. 8 shows the example of
an angular velocity and presented torque that was measured
by a force sensor attached to the lower thigh side. In the
sticking phase, the presented torque increased and angular
velocity decreased. On the contrary, in the slipping phase, the
presented torque decreased and angular velocity increased.

The repetitive transitions between sticking and slip-
ping phases successfully generated vibratory friction resis-
tances. However, there are some discrepancies between the
schematic diagrams of friction torque and phase transitions
shown in Fig. 6 and those observed in Fig. 8. Note that the
angular velocities in both figures are not comparable because
the velocity in Fig. 6 is that of imaginary object whereas the
velocity in Fig. 8 is that of the robotic lower thigh.

First, in Fig. 6, during slipping phase, the presented torque
remains at constant value of kinetic friction Tk that was
0.2 Nm: however, it did not remain at constant in Fig. 8.
This was partly because the rapid force drop, that occurs on
the transition from sticking to slipping transition, was not
achieved due to a limited response of motors. Furthermore,
the intervals between two sticking phases are short in Fig. 8
that a successive sticking phase started before the generative
force converged to the constant kinetic friction torque.

Second, the simulated phases slightly differ from the
apparent phases. As shown in Fig. 6, in the simulated model,
the point of state transition matches the peaks or beginnings
of changes in friction torques. However, in Fig. 8, due to the
limited response of the actuator system again, the changes in
torques ran after the phase shifts. Nonetheless, such temporal
gap between the phases and friction torque changes does not
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Fig. 8. Angular velocity and presented torque during simulating crepitus
at high angular velocity
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Fig. 9. Angular velocity and presented torque during simulating crepitus
at low angular velocity

deteriorate the quality sensations generated by the method
because the learners experience just friction torques but not
phases.

Fig. 9 shows the example of an angular velocity of robotic
lower thigh and torque presented to the learner at low angular
velocity range. Characteristics similar to those observed in
Fig. 8 were also seen at low velocity ranges.

IV. EVALUATION

The wearable dummy joint that we developed will be used
for the education of physical therapist. Hence, the dummy
joint should simulate symptoms that the trainers regard as
typical. Based on this idea, we invited two physical ther-
apists. From their introspection, we validated our model of
crepitus. There may be some disputes over the introspection-
based assessment due to the lack of quantitative evaluation.
One may claim that we should compare the resistance torques
between real patients and our model. However, patients

Fig. 10. Joint motion of severe knee osteoarthritis

usually suffer from various symptoms along with crepitus,
which makes it virtually impossible to compare only crepitus.
Also, the data observed from patients include individual
differences. Rather than mimicking individual characteristics,
the dummy joint for the training of manual examination
should capture the typical symptoms common to a large
portion of patients. Experienced physical therapists under-
stand such typical symptoms. Also, introspection will reveal
the latent flaws of the system, whereas rating tasks, which
also give us quantitative values, focus on specific terms. For
example, in such tasks, the assessors respond to questions
such as ”how similar is the magnitude of simulated resistance
forces to that of real symptom.” Such question provides us
with the ratings on specific terms, however it is unsuitable for
the early stage of the development, in which we still need
to identify the latent problems of the system. Hence, we
conducted the assessment based on introspection, expecting
that free descriptions would discover defects that we were
unaware of.

Also, one physical therapist mentioned the benefits of
wearable dummy joint as follows. The wearable dummy joint
enables the learners of physical therapy to experience the
weight, warmth, and skin thickness of real human legs. From
these points, the wearable dummy joint is superior to the
robotic dummy joints.

The physical therapists were in 50s and had long careers
in clinical experience. They evaluated that the simulated
resistances were perceptually similar to those of typical
crepitus after experiencing the simulated crepitus for several
minutes. Especially grating sensations during the motion
were commended. Also, one physical therapist said that the
feel of leg by hands such as leg weight, thickness and warmth
is important as compared with no such feel. He evaluated
that a dummy joint was more useful than a robot leg in that
respect. However, the following two problems were pointed.

The first problem was that the wearable dummy joint
did not exhibit the displacement along its lower thigh’s
longitudinal direction. As shown in Fig. 10, the bones of
severe knee osteoarthritis are so roughened that the lower
thigh translates along its longitudinal direction when the knee
is passively flexed or extended by a physical therapist. Due to
the lack of the actuation along such direction, our prototype



of the dummy joint cannot essentially resolve this problem.
Even worth, as long as the healthy person wears the dummy
joint, it cannot present such abnormal motion. For example,
in the case of a knee joint with the torn collateral ligament,
the instabilized leg moves to the valgus and varus sides.
Of course, the leg of the healthy person does not move so.
Hence, in this aspect, the concept of wearable dummy has
limitations for certain symptoms involving abnormal joint
motions. However, it is potentially valid for early stages of
the symptoms or those that do not cause the malalignment
of joints.

The second problem was about the lack of high-frequency
palpable vibrations. When physical therapists treat patients
with osteoarthritis, they typically hold the tibial part of
patients. The skin on the tibial part is thin enough that
the therapists experience high-frequency palpable vibrations
delivered through bones. In the case of wearable dummy
joint, it delivers resistance forces to the users through a cuff.
The cuff was fastened to the wearer’s calf covered with
a thicker skin. Such skin may have decayed the delivery
of high-frequency forces. Or, our crepitus model did not
implicate the frequency responses of human bones. The roles
of bones as frequency filter should have been considered.
This problem can be resolved by some frequency-shaping
techniques of force signals. This problem is not unique to
the wearable dummy joints. Robotic joints developed in the
previous related researches also include this problem because
their robots clearly have frequency responses different from
humans. The previous researches did not face this problem
merely because they dealt with symptoms formed by only
low-frequency forces. However, in the case of the joint
rigidity or stiffness simulated by the wearable dummy joint,
such problem was not pointed because these symptoms are
composed of only low-frequency forces. The assessors highly
valued the simulated stiffness.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed a concept of wearable dummy joint under
which a healthy person wears a robotic joint and it simulates
the resistances of disordered joints. This idea enables the
trainee of physical therapy to experience human-likelihood
including human knee’s inherent minor rotation or stretch
and contraction. Further, we developed a simulation model
to mimic the resistance forces of crepitus that is typically
defined as a palpable vibration due to damaged cartilages
and bones. Given that crepitus has a connection with vi-
bratory frictional rotation of joint, the model we developed
simulates the stick-slip phenomena of rotary motion. From
the introspection of physical therapists that experienced the
model implemented on the dummy joint, we conclude that
the model is possible to present joint resistance forces that
are perceptually similar to those of typical crepitus. However,
we found that there are two technical problems for simulating
crepitus. These problems were that the wearable dummy
joint did not exhibit the displacement along its lower thigh’s
longitudinal direction and about the lack of high-frequency

palpable vibrations. In the future, it is necessary to solve
these problems.
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